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About This Game

Infiltrate German occupied territory with your squad of military misfits. Destroy, steal, and kidnap your way out. Sweaty palms
and sniper rifles span six war-torn countrie 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Strategy
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Publisher:
Retroism
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2001

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM
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I enjoyed this game because of: You have full control of you squad. You kill nazis. You can change between wich of your
soldiers u want to use. Theres lot of diferent weapons. The maps and missions are big. I've made a gameplay review for you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEMwgN2stag. I cannot run the game from the steam client but it works from the folder..
Not a masterpiece but quite good wait for a sale and it'll be worth it.. Pretty decent WWII game. You are playing in huge maps
in either first oder third person perspective with a sqauad of up to 4 characters. You can switch between them whenever as you
like, leaving the other three being controlled by AI. There are also vehicles with not half-bad driving physics. Heads-up for
German customers: This version is completely uncensored and even shows swastikas, etc.. I remember this game being insanely
difficult with no remorse or care for your enjoyment - so I tried it again thinking it may be easier now that it's running on some
major hardware. Well no, it certainly is a hard and tactical as I remembered it. still an amazing game for its time so it gets my
thumbs up.. I enjoyed this game because of: You have full control of you squad. You kill nazis. You can change between wich
of your soldiers u want to use. Theres lot of diferent weapons. The maps and missions are big. I've made a gameplay review for
you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEMwgN2stag. Pretty decent WWII game. You are playing in huge maps in either first
oder third person perspective with a sqauad of up to 4 characters. You can switch between them whenever as you like, leaving
the other three being controlled by AI. There are also vehicles with not half-bad driving physics. Heads-up for German
customers: This version is completely uncensored and even shows swastikas, etc.. Not a masterpiece but quite good wait for a
sale and it'll be worth it.
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